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2) Those of the audience as they
watch those people
b . Amount
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1. From subject to plot
a. Seed may be
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3 1 Dialogue
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1) Clearness - only necessary incidents
given
2) Right emphasis

3) Suspense
a) Right degree of sympathy of
audience
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c) Increasing interest to climax
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1. Importance - no play can rise above its
characterization
2. Emphasis
a. Only those absolutely needed used,
and dropped when purpose complete
b. Only such traits as are needed in
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c. Complete portrait given is a charac-
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3. Introduction to audience
a. By supplying with necessary information
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b. By properly and clearly presenting
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4. Revelation to audience
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c. By illustrative action
5. Logic
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I
AW INQUIRY INTO THE DRAMATIC VALUE
OF MODERN NATIVITY AND OTHER CHRISTMAS PLAYS OF
ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES
It is with a certain feeling of trepida-
tion and humility that one contemplates an in-
quiry into the dramatic efforts of others. For
in each play the dramatist himself is immanent;
not only is the play by him but it is also of
him, its spirit is his spirit caught in a cer-
tain mood, and spirit itself is precious.
The measuring of values requires, in its
very essence, the use of standards, and standard-
ization has a most unpleasant connotation today
when society is sick from the evils of mass pro-
duction and mechanistic efficiency. It is true,
however, that the plays of the great dramatists
from AEschuylus to the present have adhered to
rather definite principles. Of these principles
perhaps the greatest is the playwright's ability
to understand human interests and desires, and to
so portray them that people of all time enjoy the

presentation. "Carlyle, in his essay on Goethe,
almost uses Goethe's own words when he says that
the critic's first and foremost duty is to make
plain to himself what the poet's aim really was,
how the task he has to do has stood before his
eye, and how far, with such materials as were af-
1
forded him, he has fulfilled it." As Carlyle
has put it, the dramatist has set his own first
standard and by that may fairly be measured.
Criticism is somewhat "the adventure of a soul
among masterpieces." (Anatole France) "The
v/iser of us will plod along on our quest for
beauty, content with the pleasures of the road
and not brooding overmuch upon the destination.
Let us, therefore, dismiss at the outset both
certainty and literary hierarchies that it con-
notes. By no means are we to relinquish the right
to entertain opinions; but let us be modest even,
in our occasional cocksureness . Opinions are only
human; they change with us. And what is criticism
2
but the listing of disciplined opinions?"
James Agate has struck an interesting key
1. Goldberg: Drama of Transition
, p. 33
2. Ibid, p. 22
e(
5note when he says: "The best criticism is a hunt
for buried treasure; every good dramatic critic
signs Jim Hawkins. His visits to the theatre are
voyages of discovery; out puts he for a new play
as it were a Treasure Island, knowing the ascend-
1
ing curtain shall reveal the cache." The nativ-
ity plays offer adventures for souls hungry for
beauty and inspiration. May we explore them
equipped not only with a critic's measuring rod,
but also with a sympathetic and hopeful mind.
William Archer has pointedly, and yet
comprehensively said, "The only really valid def-
inition of the dramatic is: any representation
of imaginary personages which is capable of in-
teresting an average audience assembled in a
2
theatre." This sounds naively simple, but to
create imaginary personages who vibrate with a
life pulse, and to find a dramatic story with a
universal appeal has been a task beyond the power
of many who have felt the creative urge.
Conflict is one of the most dramatic ele-
ments in life, and many - perhaps most - dramas
T~, Agate: At Half -past Eight
, p. 145
2. Archer: PIaymaking
,
p. 48

4do turn upon strife of one sort or another.
Though Mr. Archer feels conflict is not indis-
pensable he does believe that "the essence of
drama is crisis . A play is a more or less rapid-
ly developing crisis in destiny or circumstance,
and a dramatic scene is a crisis within a crisis,
clearly furthering the ultimate event. The
drama may be called the art of crisis as fiction
1
is the art of gradual developments."
In facing conflict, in meeting the hard
situations of life, we gain a certain comfort and
sense of oneness when we are convinced that others,
too, carry a load. The drama does broaden our sym-
pathies in this regard, for v/e see our fellow men
caught in the mesh of conflicting forces, and
through the impersonal and detached relationship
the audience bears, we can gain a perspective and
sense of balance. This is also intensified by the
recognition of our own similar impulses and experiences
Breuenetiere requires of the play more than
does Mr. Archer, and apparently feels that in drama
and in life conflict and struggle play a central
part. He demands that drama portray that struggle.
1. Archer: PI aymaking
, p. 36
e
5His definition which follows is almost a familiar
quotation. "Drama is the representation of the
will of man in conflict with the mysterious pow-
ers or natural forces which limit and belittle
us; it is one of us thrown living on the stage
there to struggle against fatality, against so-
cial law, against one of his fellow mortals,
against himself, if need be, against the ambi-
tions, the interests, the prejudices, the folly,
1
the malevolence of those who surround him. M
Every dramatic critic will admit that the
aim of a dramatist is at least twofold. First he
must win the attention of the audience as quickly
as possible, and secondly, he must hold and in-
crease that interest until the curtain falls on
the last act. But whether a dramatist should con-
sciously use his art to mold the thoughts of his
audience toward the acceptance of a certain phil-
osophy seems to be a point in question.
We all rebel against the moral tacked on to
the end of a story as we rebel against the didacti-
cism of Wordsworth when he interrupts a lovely
poem to say, "Here is a lesson that is good for
TT Breuenetiere : Etudes Critiques , Vol" Vll
,
p. 155

ayou." We don't care to be preached at through
the drama, so we come away from Channing Pollock's
"The House Beautiful" with a reverence for the
dramatist's idealism but a sadness of heart that
he has failed to move us. We agree with Synge
that "we should not go to the theatre as we go to
the chemist's or a dram shop, but as we go to a
dinner, where the food we need is taken with
1
pleasure and excitement." However, most of us
prefer a substantial meat course and not an entire
meal of fluffy dessert. Both our moral and our
artistic natures crave nourishment.
The problems of present day social condi-
tions crowd in upon our consciousness until we are
forced to grapple with them. The satisfactions
and joys of life are bound up in the relationships
of man with himself, his fellowmen, and God, and
these relationships must be worked out in the
midst of conflicting social and environmental
forces. Wherever drama can enlarge our sympathies
and quicken our consciousness of human brotherhood
it renders an immense moral service, though it may
1. Chandler: Aspects of Modern Drama
,
p. 5~

7not be perfect in an aesthetic sense. Though
plays of social reform may not satisfy the
devotees of "Art for art's sake" they do offer,
to those of us who care to think, an opportunity
to gain a persepctive of life situations.
John Galsworthy presents the full truth
in his social dramas and though he does not stoop
to moralize, he shows the follies of selfishness
and moves to nobler ideals. In addition to a
stimulation of their social consciences, the
audiences become aware of his master craftsmanship.
He has said that "a play should have a spire of
meaning" and his plays measure up to his own stan-
dard. Real laborers in "Strife" come to the real-
ization of the futility of their struggle, and
real fallen human beings in "The Pigeon" appeal to
us for love and sympathy.
Even the most opposed to the drama of ideas
must pay homage to the greatness of Ibsen, in spite
of the fact that he deliberately chose the medium
of the theatre to propound his social philosophy.
His treatment of the universal elements in social
problems accounts for his acceptance by his critics.

8Because Ibsen stressed the need for regeneration
of the human soul rather than a changing of social
law, his plays will outlive the highly specialized
plays of ethers. Instead of satirizing the foibles
of human nature in general, he attacks through his
irony man's aptness for setting up ideals which,
though outwardly professed, are inwardly disre-
garded. It is his decided opinion of life that
gives his plays strength. Without appearing to
preach he has been more effective than many theo-
logues and pedagogues. was we see our own foibles,
weaknesses, casuistries, hypocrisies, and coward-
ices laid bare before our eyes we feel ourselves
to be not merely as Shaw has said, passive or
•flattered spectators, 1 but 'guilty creatures sit-
ting at a play,' and so become a part of the drama,
1
like the guilty king in Hamlet .
"
It would seem that the critics expect a
dramatist to set for himself a threefold aim: (1)
to win the attention of the audience as quickly as
possible; (2) to hold and increase that interest
interest until the curtain falls; (3) to set the
audience to thinking.
1. Balmforth: Ethical and Religious Value of the
Drama, p. 6
cc
9As the signal is given for the curtain
to rise on the first act of a play, an air of ex-
pectancy pervades the theatre - for something is
going to happen and every member of the audience
will feel in some way concerning that happening.
Action and emotion are fundamental essentials in
drama
.
Physical action is often the best pro-
logue, for the eye in this case is more quickly
engaged than the ear. Mere physical action will
attract attention and continue a feeling of ex-
pectancy. However, an audience will not long be
satisfied with bluster. Better is the physical
action which attracts and at the same time devel-
ops the story. The wise dramatist refrains, if at
all possible, from having his story relayed to the
audience through conversation between the charac-
ters. It is true that some information must usu-
ally be given in this way, but the audience much
prefer to witness the scene of action and to draw
their own conclusions.
Illustrative action may change puppets to
people; physical action which is the actual
6
10
expression of inner thoughts and desires will re-
veal the character to his audience much more
quickly and effectively than any amount of con-
versation. Often his words express what he
wishes to be, but his actions, especially when
he is caught unawares, reveal his nature. Eccen-
tricities of character may be established through
repetition, of certain actions. Failure of a
character to act in the expected manner makes him
a conundrum, and therefore, more interesting to
the audience if his response still rings true.
Physical action which develops the story and re-
veals the true nature of the characters not only
holds the interest of the audience but elicits
their sympathies or antipathies as well.
At times we can see a great actor think.
The physical action may be almost imperceptive
,
but the bearing, poise, and expression of the eyes
reveal the trend and the intensity of the mental
action. Mr. George Arliss is a master in sharing
his thoughts with his audience.
Perhaps there is nothing more dramatic
under certain circumstances than apparent absolute
6
11
inaction. In the force of impending doom the
audience is spellbound while the characters wait
hopelessly the hand of fate. Perhaps the ap-
proaching catastrophe is known to the audience
but unforseen by the characters. Inaction on
the part of the players would result in intense
emotion for the spectators. A closed door be-
hind which something is known to be happening
may be a most dramatic piece of inaction.
George Pierce Baker has said in Dramatic
Technique : "To paraphrase a principle of geometry,
»a play is the shortest distance from emotions to
1
emotions. |W The emotional life of today differs
little from that of yesterday, nor may we expect
any change in that of tomorrow. The abiding emo-
tions of love of man and woman, of friend for
friend, ambition, jealousy, envy, and selfishness
have formed the bases for drama in the past and
will be the central themes in the drama of the
future
.
The emotions roused by a play spring from
two sources. First there are those of the
1. Baker
:~
Dramatic Technique, p. "21
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characters. At times one feels that these emo-
tions are really those of the dramatist forced
upon helpless puppets. A conflicting emotion
may slip in if the actor does not fuse his iden-
tity with the character he is interpreting. But
a good dramatist so thoroughly conceives his
characters that their emotions and often their
course of action are beyond his control.
Apart from the emotions revealed through
the characters themselves, the dramatist may make
us feel that he, too, is watching these people
stumble their way through life's maze. Sir James
Barrie so intimately understands and so thorough-
ly appreciates human nature that he reveals us to
ourselves, as Mr. Clayton Hamilton has put it,
he reminds us of what we knew but seem to have for-
gotten, and we enjoy recalling the idea. About
this idea we have very genuine feelings of amuse-
ment, sympathy, or displeasure, and Barrie sits
beside us poking us in the ribs and chuckling with
us. Though John Galsworthy does not intrude his
own emotions upon the characters in "Strife" yet
we are very conscious of his emotional reaction
•9
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to the futility of such a strife. Galsworthy-
joined the onlookers.
In order to rouse the feelings of the
audience and to carry them on to a crisis, the in-
tensity of emotions must be exaggerated. A fine
point in dramatic technique comes in knowing just
how much exaggeration is most effective. A con-
trolled exterior and a hidden reserve give a
sense of depth. It may be likened to a deep pool
of water from which ripples a quiet but steady
stream; at any moment the wall may break and the
water rush out, but now there is outward calm.
The emotion is conveyed through the medium
of action, characterization, and dialogue. Kigh
tension and excitement may be achieved and main-
tained through a rapid tempo of action of story
and characters and by terse and abrupt dialogue.
Amusement calls for a light touch and deep sorrow
for a full swing of rhythm. And all along comes
conflict, differing in degree from banter to strife.
From what seeds do dramas spring? "Big
oaks from little acorns grow" is usually a true
statement, so true in fact that the dramatist
••
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himself is surprised when he thinks back to the
original incident, idea, or character which cap-
tured his imagination. Having found something
which is worthy of writing about and that within
an aspect *of life familiar to him, so that he
knows whereof he speaks, the playwright has well
begun. Whatever form it may assume the "proper
subject matter for drama is what was, is, and
1
evermore shall be. fl
There are incidents sufficiently dramatic
in nature to warrant being the center of a play.
Such a play does not rise to great heights, for
an incident is not universal, but out of an inci-
dent may come an idea which is universal. George
Bernard Shaw is a thorough-going propagandist. He
delights in trying to startle his audience by pre-
senting a new idea. He even becomes argumentative,
always taking the side of the minority. Though
Sir James Barrie deals, too, in the realm of ideas,
he, as has been said earlier, prefers to help the
audience discover those ideas within themselves.
Where Shaw feels his thoughts are unique, Barrie
1. Hamilton: Conversation in Contemporary Drama,
p. 186
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knows that all human nature is so fundamentally
similar that we must feel essentially the same.
And it is these ideas lying dormant within our
own consciousness which, when awakened, give us
the greatest satisfaction. What we learn apart
from ourselves may interest us, but what we
learn concerning ourselves thrills us.
Sir Arthur Pinero was seized by the idea
or conception of characters who eventually built
their own play. For two years Pinero and his
characters were close companions before the play
was put in written form. His plays present ideas
but those ideas spring, not alone from the keen
intellect of the playwright, but from the lives of
the personalities he has created. These charac-
ters have identities entirely their own and shape
their own destinies in spite of their creator's
will. In a sense great characters in fiction are
more alive than we are because more truth has been
posited into their makeup. Cyrano de Bergerac will
live after we are dead, for he has grown from a
personality to an idea, and ideas do not die.
Regardless of what beginning the play has,

16
•it must evolve itself into a play which is both
dramatic and theatric. If a story cannot be told
in one hundred words there is apt to be no drama
in it. Though the scenario must remain flexible
until rather a late stage of the play's growth to
allow the characters an opportunity to develop,
some very clear trend must be in the playwright's
mind if his story is not to run amuck. That
trend must lead upwards through increasingly in-
tense situations until the climax is reached.
Dumas 1 fils has pointedly said, "Anyone can re-
late a dramatic situation: the art lies in pre-
paring it, getting it accepted, making it plaus-
1
able, especially in untying the knot." It is
very true that many situations in life seem to
have no solution and we must be content to wait
until time and greater wisdom make clear the way.
So a story which leaves us at sea at its close may
be very real but not good drama. Though the audi-
ence may accept or reject his idea the dramatist
should have something to offer concerning the solu-
^ tion, and not leave us dangling in mid-air or let
lm Baker:
"
Dramatic Technique
, p. 100
~
##
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us drop too suddenly.
The ideas in the story must be credible
if the intelligent audience is not to feel in-
sulted. Because we live in an age of science we
must expect that the people who attend the play
will be critical if the story is not plausable
,
though they may not consciously analyze it.
Even today most of us enjoy fairy tales and would
delight in seeing one presented, but we would ob-
ject if the dramatist tried to tell us that it
happened in the main street of our home town. Es-
pecially is there danger in the field of Religious
Drama, in this respect. Faith healing, though ac-
cepted in a more credulous age, today raises in
our minds a keen desire to know the nature of the
disease, whether functional or organic, and we find
our minds are turned from the play to psycho-
1
physical contemplation. Walter Prichard Eaton
said miracles once built shrines but now they
build psychotherapic laboratories. There is noth-
ing so miraculous as the natural and nothing so
necessary as faith, but that faith must be based
1. Eaton: Plays and Players , p. 91
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upon fundamental truths illumined by the light of
present day knowledge. It is not necessary that
the story ever did happen or is likely to but the
dramatist must ask himself, "Will my audience be-
lieve it true on sight or because of the treat-
ment I give it?"
Somewhat similar to our attitude toward
miracles and faith healing is that of self-sacri-
fice. It is not that we honor the less the boys
who gave their lives in the great war, but that we
condemn ourselves for not having spent our energy,
emotion, and good judgment in making such a sacri-
fice unnecessary. Unless the object of sacrifice
be worthy and there be no other way out, the emo-
tions of the audience will turn as a boomerang,
and what was to have elicited honor and glory for
the hero calls down condemnation, disgust, or pity.
Changes in the essential nature of the
characters offer pitfalls for the unwary play-
wright. Vile share the fervor of the crowd at the
revival meeting when a character has a change of
heart but we are forced to question the likeli-
hood of its lasting. To so thoroughly substantiate
•
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a character in the short space of time allowed a
play that a radical change of character is be-
lievable is the stroke of a master.
Great care
,
equal to that shown in the
development of characters, is also necessary in
the selection of the central idea around which
the play is to be built. Some very delightful
ideas must be put aside because they are not
manageable with our theatrical equipment today.
This is despite the tremendous spectacles of
David Belasco and Gordon Craig. The dauntless
faith in human ingenuity revealed by the stage dir-
ections of one young playwright is naive, indeed.
"Germs of a locomotive, a cathedral, etc. detach
themselves in an unknown manner from the walls and
float airily, merrily, about the room." Kenry
Savage tells of another playwright's demands for
twelve actors to portray "the new race of men" -
each man to be at least seven feet tall. These
characters were to make all their entrances and
exits in airships. And still another, "Love in
All Ages," called for twelve different acts with
a new group of nine differently built actors

20
1
in each.
Clarity demands the utmost economy in
scenes, details of setting, and of characteriza-
tion. Nothing which is at all dispensable must
intrude itself upon the play. "The House Beau-
tiful" is a poignant illustration of a play
cluttered by too many scenes. Just as one had
taken in the setting and was ready to attend to
the story, he was whisked away and set down in
new surroundings. The staging was cleverly man-
aged and one was not conscious of creaking of
wheels, but fireplaces that open into beds, and
houses that grow in a few seconds under one's very
eyes are too intriguing for ordinary curiosity.
There is room for a wide range of opinion concern-
ing the details of setting desirable. The play-
wright and producers must decide, from the nature
and purpose of the play, whether to tend toward
the exact realism and minuteness of detail of David
Belasco's acts or toward the extreme simplicity of
the draped stage. More will be said later in the
staging of Religious Drama.
1 . Savage
,
Henry : "The U.S. Playwrights" in The
Bookman
,
September, 1909
#
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As the play takes form in the dramatist's
mind interesting and charming characters gather
round clamoring for a place. It is with a heavy-
heart that many are sacrificed or pushed aside
until another idea comes in which they may play
a vital part. Further clarity may be assured
through the revelation, of the characters by il-
lustrative action. Since our words so often be-
lie our true natures the dialogue must be sup-
ported or contradicted by the action of the char-
acters. Great wisdom in the selection of incidents
and characters will bring out of a rough shell a
clear cut germ.
Modern drama has freed itself from the
rigid laws of the old Greek in the observance of
unity of action. Instead of being confined to a
few hours and to one location, we may live a gen-
eration or more and traverse the universe. The
division of the play into acts and scenes is gov-
erned largely by the changes of time and place.
Because a play has a beginning, a middle, and an
end, many are cast into three acts, each one ful-
filling its logical part. There is no good reason
rI
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for adhering to this form except as the play
naturally breaks that way. The laws of attention
support the choice of more than one act, that the
audience may have a "breathing spell and come to
the next act with increased power of concentra-
tion and interest. Each act should be a well
rounded unit but consciously building on what has
occurred and anticipating what is to follow. The
length of each act cannot be set arbitrarily, for
it must be long enough to accomplish its own pur-
pose. Usually the first act, which must introduce
the theme, the story, and the characters, is long-
er than the others. The last act may be short com-
pared with the rest of the play, since it takes a
long time to prepare for what happens very quickly.
Because of the intensity of a final act brevity is
in its favor. In some cases an act may fall natur-
ally into divisions or scenes. There seems to be
little to say either for or against such a division
except to require that the breakings be natural and
not too numerous.
A change of settings does add variety and
may prove a delight to the eye. However, such a
t
23
change is not at all requisite. For the amateur
producer far more pleasing and satisfying is one
artistic set than several of mediocre mien. Chang
es of setting within the act tend to check the
sustained interest of the audience. Always the
change of settings must be viewed from a prac-
tical standpoint. Though we smile at the impos-
sible demands of the naive young dramatists men-
tioned before, we find that others may err in the
same direction though not so grossly.
The managing of time illusions requires
deft handling. Though we can imagine that days or
years elapse while the curtain is down we confess
to some amusement at the rapidity with which time
passes during a given scene. However, an audience
may become so absorbed by a long complicated scene
of intense emotion that the illusion is acceptable
The cover scene, though rather a mechanical device
is preferable to obvious inconsistency. With what
persistence my professor in Playwriting held up to
us the weakness of showing a lapse of time by the
momentary lowering of the curtain. And though we
were certain that we needed the license, when
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genially urged to live with the idea a while
longer the emphasis gradually shifted to its
rightful place and a unit of time was sufficient.
Maaterlinck refused to stay within the confines
of time and place and we enjoy his incidents
happening any time and any place without thought
of hourglass or geographic chart. Ibsen had no
intention of conformity, but he resorted to the
old unities, for in his portrayal of the con-
flict of a human soul he found a full drama in
the course of a few hours.
It is not sufficient that incidents follow
in sequence but each must rather evolve from its
predecessor. William Archer has said: "A good
first act should never end in a blank wall.
There should always be a window in it, with at
1
least a glimpse of something attractive beyond."
Baker recommends "holding a situation"
,
getting
from it the full dramatic possibilities the charac-
ters involved offer. In this way new situations
arise within the original and give transitional
scenes. The movement then becomes continuous,
1. Archer: Playmaking, p. 186
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rather than spasmodic. There is no reason for
weakness in the mechanics of playmaking result-
ing in a mediocre structure.
A successful play must be written with one
eye on the audience, for the dramatist must reach
across the stage to the people. The need for
clarity in the story itself has already been em-
phasized. V/e may stress here the importance of
identifying the characters as quickly as possible.
The audience must learn as quickly as possible
who the people are, where they are when the story-
takes place, and what in the present and past re-
lations causes the story. The program cannot be
depended upon to give such information for it is
seldom read. Whenever information can as well be
withheld it is better not to crowd it into the
first act but to reveal it as it is needed.
The saying that "the man who aims at noth-
ing is sure to hit it" is an apt warning for drama-
tists. But having decided what he wishes to pre-
sent, whether it be a picture, an idea, a charac-
ter study, or a story, the dramatist may approach
the center of the target by proper emphasis.
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Repetition in action or dialogue of that which sup-
ports the main element of the play will build in
the minds of the audience the concept desired.
The opening and closing of the acts and scenes
offer the best opportunities for emphasis and
should be used to present the most important ideas.
Through contrast in type, characters can be made
to stand out. A sudden change in situation from a
scene of calm to one of turmoil or intensity, and
contrast in tempo and character of dialogue all
help to place emphasis where it should be.
The movement of the play must be continuous
but the rhythm may, in fact it should, vary. The
opening minutes should be intriguing and crisp, but
should not reveal any essential information, be-
cause the audience must take in the general effect
before they are ready to absorb ideas. The tenden-
cy to arrive late at all performances intensifies
the need for care in this regard. Transitional
or cover scenes must advance the plot or the move-
ment is seriously impaired. Keen expectancy is
the ideal mood for the audience, and the end should
be worth waiting for. The center of interest must
1
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be kept on the stage, for the people want to see
all that happens. The element of suspense so nec-
essary in working toward the climax requires a
proper degree of sympathy on the part of the audi-
ence for the characters, and it requires, as well,
an ever-increasing intensity of emotion. The cli-
max presents great difficulties, for a solution
must be given to some of life's problems and so
few of them have satisfactory solutions; too often
they die away having spent their fury, or they end
in petty compromise. The end of the play must not
be anticipated through it must be prepared for, so
the final curtain will seem to have been well chos-
en. Dumas 1 secret of getting a play over was re-
vealed to his son in these words: "It's very simple:
first act clear; third act short; and everywhere
1
interest." Also sound is the advice of the wily
old stage-manager to J. R. Planche : "If you want
to make the British public understand what you are
doing, you must tell them that you are going to do
it, - later you must tell them that you have done
it; then, confound them, perhaps they will understand
1. Baker: Dramatic Technique , p. 73
•
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In spite of the dangers of the modern em-
phasis upon "Behaviorism" and "Humanism" a great
contribution has been made through them toward a
better understanding and deeper appreciation of
human personality. The influence of these trends
on literature is interesting indeed. Whereas most
often in the past, characters have been presented
in commonly recognized and accepted aspects, today
their minds and souls are laid bare, and every
thought and emotion related in full that their
acts may be clearly understood. The novelists and
playwrights who are capable of such character anal-
ysis but who portray the vital power of sound ideal-
ism in helping people to build gloriously on such
foundations as they have, filfill a wonderful mis-
sion to humanity. The cynicism and pessimism now
prevalent among people in general and, in turn, re-
flected through our modern literature would be
lessened if the whole story were told. Mr. A#
Sommerset Maugham has told such a story in Of
Human Bondage
.
In frank fashion we declare a
1. Mathews: Principles of Playmaking, p . 8
•
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quest for self-discovery, and we we- hope for self-
mastery. People offer for many of us, the most
intriguing study in the universe, for in them are
manifest the powers of man and G-od. Because of
our interest in ourselves and our fellow men, we
give highest acclaim to the drama which reveals
us to ourselves. We may dogmatically say that no
drama can rise above its characterizations.
Again must be stressed the importance of
using only those characters which are indispensable
to the story or in some way make sufficient contri-
bution to merit their existence. Every revision
of a play may call for further slaughter. A char-
acter which hesitates in taking an active part in
the play should be dropped after his purpose has
been fulfilled. If the play is not primarily a
character delineation the playwright is justified
in choosing for emphasis certain characteristics.
Edmond Rostand knew "Cyrano de Bergerac" but suffi-
cient for his play were those traits of vanity,
audacity, and tenderness which he revealed. In a
character play a full portrait should be given., but
with as few strokes as possible.
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In order that the audience may more quickly
and thoroughly understand the characters, such in-
formation as is needed should be disclosed before
their entrance. This preparation may be given
through the conversation of the less important
characters. The telephone conversation, and the
discourse between maid and butler have served
many playwrights in lieu of more clever means.
The entrances and exits, if well planned,
offer fine opportunities for characters to reveal
themselves. Their bearing, their response to
other characters and to the situations into which
they enter, and always their illustrative action
may make a clearly defined impression on the minds
of the audience. It may be plausable for other
characters to describe them or they may be forgiven
at times if they describe themselves. However, we
do not really know them unless they live before us
in convincing action.
Regardless of how little or much of the
personal history the dramatist presents he must
know every detail. Only through complete under-
standing can logic of characterization be clearly
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maintained. Those incidents which substantiate
unexpected acts need to be revealed. A prejudice
or aversion which dates from an incident in child-
hood can best be appreciated if that incident is
related, or at least alluded to. No decision is
a momentary affair but reaches back through a
series of other decisions out of which has grown
a philosophy of life. If that philosophy is to
undergo a radical change in the short course of a
drama the motivation must be sufficiently strong
and the nature of the character's adaptability
so clearly defined as to warrant it. Let there
not be a misunderstanding here; sudden and radical
changes in purpose and manner of living do occur
but there is a basis for that change in the innate
nature of the individual.
Characters once created must live out their
own lives. An amusing incident showing the con-
flict between the will of the dramatist and that of
his character is told by Baker. A critic met a
well-known dramatist on the strand. The dramatist
looked worried. "V/hat's the matter," queried the
critic, "Anything gone wrong?" "Yes. You remember
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the play I told you about, and that splendid sit-
uation for my heroine?" "Yes. Well?" "Weill
She won't go into it, confound her, do the best
I can." "Why make her?" "Why? Because if I
don't there's an end to that splendid situation."
"V/ell?" "Ah, that's just why I'm bothered. I
don't want to give in, I don't want to lose that
situation; but she's right, of course she's right,
1
and the trouble is I know I've got to yield."
Playwrights have been tried to the extreme
by demands of actors for roles which would show
them off to the best advantage, and by audiences
who insisted upon the conventional ending. With
the number of actors constantly increasing, no one
of them can risk his fortune by whims. And in this
age of realism the audience admits that no solution
to any one problem can bring in a long period of
uninterrupted joy. Happy as the participants
might be over the settling of this difficulty, the
audience knows others will follow in its wake.
In summary we may say that good character-
ization requires that the dramatist choose only
1. Baker: Dramatic Technique
, p. 246
fc
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essential characters, that he know them thoroughly
in every trait of mind and soul, that he introduce
them clearly, and give them ample opportunity to
live before the audience.
The dramatist who is artist and poet as
well will weave into his dialogue beauty of words
and grace of line. His phrases will carry so much
of emotional suggestion as to make unnecessary a
prefacing of the speeches, denoting the manner in
which the actor should deliver them. Tender ex-
pressions, sarcastic remarks, humorous passages,
should be evident in their nature and therefore
needing no label. A dramatist who has ideas is
tempted to do an injustice to his characters by
speaking his own thoughts through them. If no
character can be found who would be capable of
such thoughts, the ideas might better be given to
the world in some other form. The admonition for
the writing of dialogue is the same as for the
revelation of human nature in any other form: seek
in the soul of man for the truth.
All that has been said so far applies to
drama in general. We may now think specifically
••
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of religious drama and the particular emphases
necessary to accomplish the purpose which its
title implies. A service which aims construc-
tively to lead individuals through a religious
experience to a higher spiritual level must take
into account both intellect and emotions. Refer-
ence was made, in the discussion of the need for
a credible story, to the dangers of dealing with
themes which insult, by their impossible nature,
our modern scientific minds. The greater danger
today seems to lie in the opposite direction, in
our vain attempt to comprehend and explain the
mysteries of the infinite with our finite minds.
A man's club foot may not be cured by faith, but
his soul may be raised to heights where a club
foot ceases to hinder and wound him. A physician
said to me not long ago, "How quickly would our
powers be enlarged if we could tell at once and
to what extent our patients suffer from psychic
trouble and to what extent the illness lies in the
mind." In mental hygiene and psychiatry lies a
wonderful hope for greater wisdom and happiness
in the future
.
•
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Yet we know religion has been using for
centuries the basic principle upon which the
science of psychology is founded. The Bible
tells many stories of disintegrated personalities
who, having caught a vision of their better selves,
have gathered all their powers into a concerted
effort approaching a unity in mind and action.
To understand ourselves, our weaknesses and our
strength, is not enough; beyond that knowledge we
must have the desire and the will to rise to
higher planes. It is in stimulating this desire
and in furnishing a drive for our wills by re-
vealing an intelligent purpose, that religion may
render one of its greatest contributions. We need
only to look into the minds and hearts of confused
mankind to realize the need for the poise which
such integration may fill. The evidences of the
healing power of faith are to numerous to allow
its being ruled out by the most skeptical of the
skeptics
.
Certain of our churches would so stress the
intellectual element in religion as to completely
overshadow the emotions. We all-too-human beings
•
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need only to feel these emotions seething within
us to realize how vital a part of us they are.
Surely it is wiser to direct their flow by our
intellects rather than to cork them up or to
ignore their existence. The increased effort
to build churches of beauty and to add to our
services the richness of ritual and symbolism
shows a fast-moving trend away from the coldness
which Puritanism left as a less fortunate of its
heritages. The religious drama should feed our
hungry souls with beauty. It may turn us away
from the negative emotions of fear, anger, jeal-
ousy, and hatred, and stimulate their positive com-
ponents of faith, self-control, tenderness, and
love. It may lead us through awe, wonder, and
gratitude to deep reverence. There should be dig-
nity and a sense of grandeur. The characters may
be human or symbolic but they must be true in
their emotional responses.
Though most of the actual value of a re-
ligious play lies within itself , its theme, its
characters, and its dialogue, it may be weakened
or strengthened by the artistry of its production.
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With the interest in community drama and the co-
operative efforts of churches and religious
bodies in presenting religious programs, there
is now an opportunity for better stage equip-
ment and theatric devices. However, most of
the churches still present their religious
dramas in their chancels with inadequate facil-
ities for lighting and scene portrayal, 'what is
lost in these shortcomings is balanced by the
atmosphere of dignity and reverence felt in a
beautiful church. Simplicity is the test of all
great art, and it should be an aim in religious
productions. Suggestions through symbols and light
can create a variety of illusions in the chancel.
A cross and lighted candles may lead us to feel
the atmosphere of a cathedral; a draped chair and
a wall hanging may present to our imaginations a
court scene; a chancel beautiful in itself may
need no trappings at all, but may give free range
to the actors, who must, on the whole, create their
own atmosphere. My feeling concerning amateur
productions is that they err most often in their
attempt at realism, by crowding the stage or chancel
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with furnishings which detract rather than support
the spirit of the play. Kenneth MacGowan has
aptly said: "New stagecraft sets itself to vis-
ualize for the atmosphere of a play. Its artists
aim to make, in the settings called for in the
text, an emotional envelope appropriate to the
dramatic mood of the author, a visualization in
color, line and light of the dominant emotions to
1
be pictured by the actors."
With this thesis uppermost in my thoughts
during the last Christmas season I asked myself
many times, Just what does the Nativity mean to us
today? The searchlights of history and theology
have been turned upon the story recounted in the
Gospels until questions arise in our minds: How
did this Mother and Child differ from other mothers
and babies through the ages? Did shepherds leave
their fields to find the child? Did wise men seek
him out to present their gifts symbolic of his fut-
ure power and suffering? What possible connection
might there be between a bright star in the sky and
the stable which sheltered the little family? We
1. MacGowan: The Theatre of Tomorrow, p. 20
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find that similar stories are told concerning
the birth of prophets of other religions, pro-
phets who lived and died before Jesus. How can
we accept these stories and yet be honest?
It was my privilege to worship for a
period in the beautiful church built and maintained
by a denomination which chooses to call itself
"liberal." Above the altar was a very large win-
dow depicting in exquisite beauty the nativity
scene. One day a friend from a more orthodox
church paid us a visit. When we showed him the
window of which we were justly proud he surprised
us by exclaiming, "Yrtiat right have you to use that
scene? You don't believe in the virgin birth!"
What right have we, indeed, to portray year after
year scenes which doubtless never actually happened.
But because my understanding of the nature of the
heavens makes impossible the belief of a dwelling
place inhabited by angels, must I therefore cut
from Raphael's "Sistine Madonna" the two delight-
ful little cherubs? The crux of the whole ques-
tion lies, it seems to me, in the difference be-
tween truth and actuality. Truth may permeate but
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break the bounds of the actual. It reminds me of
the artist who was painting the sunset when a by-
stander remarked, "I can't see all those colors
in the sky M to which the artist replied, "Don't
you wish that you could?" It does not really
matter that there may not have been three* kings,
for the truth is still there. God gave to the
world a precious gift, a Babe who was destined to
change the hearts of men throughout the centuries.
The world over people rejoice on the day set
aside to celebrate the birth of the king of love,
not because of what he was as a babe but because
of what he grew to be.
The Nativity presents still another univer-
sal appeal through the ideal of motherhood. Before
the beauty and mystery of motherhood humanity still
bows with humble hearts.
On one night of every year, age after age,
human hearts yearn for the glorious mystery revealed
in the drama enacted in "The Little Town of Bethle-
hem." as the artist finds in those characters beau-
ty sufficient to grace cathedral walls, so the
playwright may find that which will stir man's
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noblest passions. The hopes of simple shepherds
reach great heights; proud and haughty kings bow
in humility; a ray of light pierces the darkness
and angelic hosts sing a glorious anthem resound-
ing through heaven and earth as love is born in
the hearts of men. This is indeed material for
drama
.
1
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II .
There is no thought on the part of the
writer that she has exhausted all of the worthy-
material for Christmas presentation, but the thirty-
nine plays which are herein discussed are
fairly representative of the better dramas
centered about the Nativity theme.
When one attempts to cast into a mold a
part of life, he finds it defies restraint and
spills over the edges. In the same manner plays
measured by set standards defy such bounds.
Though they may shrink from the sides of the
mould or may appear to be largely dross, there
may be a bit of pure gold whose brilliance illu-
mines the dregs.
It would be impossible and most uninterest-
ing to check each play according to all the ele-
ments which were set forth in Part I. It will
suffice, therefore, to sketch briefly the story
of each play and to mention in each case the play-
wright's motive in writing and then to remember
the threefold aim: (1) To win the attention of the
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audience as quickly as possible; (2) to hold and
increase that interest until the curtain falls;
and (3) to set the audience to thinking.
The dramas to be reviewed fall very natur-
ally into three main groups: (1) Children^ plays;
(2) Miracles, Masques, and Mysteries; and (3)
Plays showing the influence of the Nativity in.
life today. According to this arrangement each
group will have some plays of lesser value and
some precious gems.
•
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Children's Plays
The Night Before Christmas : Virginia Olcott
Hans and Rita are seen in the kitchen of
their cottage in Germany. Their love for each
other makes even their homely surroundings seem
radiant. While they are planning to go out in-
to the forest to cut their Christmas tree an
old woman comes to the door. Rita gives her
porridge and Hans exchanges his shoes for the
wanderer's worn sandals. Act II shov/s the
children on the forest road in search of the
tree. The warmth of their hearts defies the
bitter cold. Again they are accosted for help -
this time by a woman who carries a child. Rita
gives her cloak and sled that the mother and
child may reach the village in comfort. The
air of spring seems to surround the children
now and a radiant tree is revealed holding on
its branches a sled, stout shoes, and two fur
coats. Before the tree the Christmas Child
stands and smiles upon them.
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Miss Olcott has a fine appreciation of
child nature and her poetry, though not exalted,
is dignified. There is some question about the
wisdom of implanting in the child mind the hope
that material compensation will come from shar-
ing and sacrifice. Sacrifice brings its re-
ward, as Miss Olcott suggests, but it is rather
of the spirit which transcends matter. For a
play of its kind The Night Before Christmas is
very worthy of consideration for it is adapta-
ble to simple staging and has a very human appeal.
A_ Christmas Miracle : Anna Hempstead Branch
This is a sweet little play for children
drawn around the shoemaker. When he finally
heeds the entreaties of a little waif and, put-
ting aside his other work, makes a stout pair
of shoes for the bare feet, he finds that all
his unfinished work has been completed for him.
The play is brief and very simple, but employs
to good advantage the repetition so characteris-
tic of children. The whole spirit and atmosphere
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is of that other world where fairies and brown-
ies bring wonderful things to pass. Since the
play makes no pretense to hold to the actual,
it need not suffer the criticism applied to the
preceding one. We may merely enjoy the shoe-
maker's recompense, or if we choose we may make
the transition of ideas into the actual.
Christmas Candles : Elsie Hobart Carter
1. "The Christ Candle"
Another story with a German setting tells
how Hans and Gretel draw first a poor little
waif and then St. Nicholas to their simple cot-
tage by the candle they place in the window.
Prepared to share all that they have, their
hearts are open to receive the joy which they
merit. This play is in every way delightful and
adaptable. Miss Carter has developed well the
magnetism of hospitality and expanding human love.
2. "Toinette and the Elves"
In this play the oldest daughter learns
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how she may be happy in her home with her family.
The elves' Christmas present makes it possible
for her to become invisible and so hear how the
family feels toward her. The first time it is
not flattering, but she is an apt pupil, and on
the second Christmas she is overjoyed at the ex-
pressions of love that are given her. This
play, too, is very suitable but one wishes that
Hiss Carter had not tacked on a moral at the end.
3. "Tom's Plan"
Tom has been told that Santa leaves whips
in the stockings of bad boys and is determined
to find out if it is true. His family is made
unhappy by his feigned crossness but all is
cleared up when Tom confesses to Santa. This
play is not so good as the others and I doubt if
it would appeal to children, largely because of
the obviousness of the lesson. It just hasn't
enough to tell to make the telling worth the
effort.
4. "Their Christmas Party"
Two little rich children share their
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Christmas with a newsboy and his sister. Again
one wishes the theme were more subtly handled.
5. "The Christmas Brownie"
Ted attempts to help Santa by choosing
presents for his family, but finds his choice
is not welcomed by the other members. Though
natural home settings are presented in these
three plays, they have little dramatic or lit-
erary value.
6. "A Puritan Christmas"
The stern Puritans learn from Mistress
G-oodspeede that the joys of Christmas may well
have a place in the new land, a young Indian
lad who has been treated kindly in the Goodspeede
home saves the village from an attack by the
braves. The quaint costumes and speech of the
Puritans would be interesting to children, and
the idea "With what measure ye mete it shall be
measured to you again" is very well portrayed.
This play is well worth producing.
#
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7. "The Christmas Monks"
Peter and the Prince are chosen by the
monks to work in the garden where grow all the
Christmas toys. The Prince is very dissatis-
fied and soon leaves, but Peter proves himself
to be a fine gardner. His little lame sister
Rosalia steals into the garden and pretends to
be a wax doll so she may stay. The monks think
a miracle has been wrought and prepare gifts,
but the miracle is really in the healing of the
lameness and the return of Rosalia to her par-
ents. This would make quite an effective play for
children if one cares to deal with the idea of
miraculous healing.
8. "The Spell of Christmas"
Young people of high school age might enjoy
the charm of this play based on the old legend
that people in portraits come to life on Christ-
mas eve. Curiosity to see if it be true leads
the younger children in the family to the guest
room at midnight, where they discover the older son
who is hiding from the enemies of King Charles.
#
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The spell of Christmas falls upon the father's
heart making him forgive his son who had incurred
the father's displeasure by joining the army as
a common soldier. A safe hiding place is found
behind the portrait in a secret recess and the
soldiers leave without their prey, while the
waits and angels sing "Peace on earth, good will
to men." Miss Carter has maintained a fine dig-
nity throughout and there is suspense and ample
opportunity for character portrayal through
illustrative action.
9. "The Babushka"
An old Russian legend forms the center of
this play. On Christmas eve the Babushka goes
about the village seeking the Babe for whom the
three kings bore their gifts. On this Christmas
eve she leads the Prince and Princess out of the
forest in which they are lost to a peasant cot-
tage. Later she brings the baron to the cottage
also, and the family is joined once more. The
kindness of the peasant children is in keeping
with the Christmas spirit. Both in the children
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and in the Babushka the spirit of Christ is seen
on earth.
10. "Minty-Malviny 's Santa Claus M
Minty-Malviny , a colored child with no
one to care for her, plans a ruse on Santa Claus
by covering her black face with flour. Henri is
so much amused and fascinated by her enthusiasm
that he, with the aid of his sister, plays Santa,
and Malviny is taken into the family as nurse
for the children. This play would be quite
suitable for a club program because of the win-
someness of the darky, though the plot is not a
masterpiece
.
11. "The Hundred*
A wealthy woman has dressed one hundred
dolls in gay and beautiful dresses to make happy
the orphan children. While she is away her maid
brings in a poor little child that she may feast
her eyes on the rare sight. One of the dolls is
broken, and consternation and fear grip all the
group. When Cynthia returns she surprises them
00
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all by forgiving the frightened child and by-
giving her three of the dolls for her very own.
Cynthia knows only too well how her uncontrolled
temper was feared on her return, and is thorough-
ly ashamed. Aside from the rather human conver-
sation between the maid and the child there is
little to commend the play for production. The
plot is not firm, the theme is sketchily devel-
oped, and there is really not sufficient justi-
fication for Cynthia's change of heart.
Christmas in Olden Times and in Many Lands .
A Christmas Masque in Two Acts : Evelyn H.
Walker
This dramatization makes no pretense of
having a plot but rather sketches, as its title
suggests, the various manners of Christmas cele-
bration. A child dressed to represent each age
and country tells his short story. This might be
constructive for use in a school room where in-
formation is the major interest, but it does not
merit rank among drama.
0
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The Enchanted Christmas Tree : Percival Wilde
Wilde has made a delightful play about
the theme of the revelation to an old couple
of their long suppressed love for children.
On Christmas eve a queer expressman delivers
a huge package - supposedly more "Wo Trespass-
ing" signs to be placed about the grounds - but
in reality the package contains the enchanted
tree. The children who have been rebuked for
their harmless play near the house suddenly ap-
pear and convict the couple. The frightened
maid interposes and succeeds in avoiding the exe-
cution. As the lights flash and the court mem-
bers disappear, Ella reiterates her command "Fire-
wood I " but this time she points not to the Christ-
mas tree but to the hideous signs. Carols are
heard in the courtyard and as the maid removes
the signs the old couple go to the window to ex-
tend their greetings and to invite the children
in to share the warmth of their home. There is
a fine humor which runs throughout and the entire
play is especially suitable and interesting for
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children. Though all the parts might be played
by the children, its effectiveness would be en-
hanced through contrast if three adults played
the parts of the man, woman, and expressman.
The play could be simply produced and would do
well as a parish house entertainment, but it is
not appropriate for the worship service.
The Evergreen Tree : Percy Mackaye
About the Evergreen tree gather an elf,
a gnome, and friendly beasts. Under the shelter
of its boughs Mary and Joseph find refuge. The
three kings still seek the star, but Caspar alone
has eyes to see it as it shines from the top of
the tree. Apart from the tree stands the castle
of Herod whose hatred and power cast a shadow
over a poor peddler Claus and his wife Ruth.
V/hen death claims Claus, his pack is taken up by
Caspar who with a new-found joy is hailed as Santa
Claus, and a saint he is who spreads among all
such blessings. The staging of The Evergreen Tree
might be somewhat difficult but it would repay all
effort in the sheer joy to be found in working with
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true art. The poetry, like the incidents, has
great variety of form but running through it
all is a thread which weaves the parts into an
exquisite whole. It is particularly appropri-
ate for large community observances. Though
its structure is intricate there is a most care-
ful avoidance of all details which would alien-
ate the non-Christian members of a community
audience. It has rare poetic value giving to
the lines a graceful rhythm. With the eye of an
artist Mackaye draws pictures which are both
striking and pleasing. Delightful bits of leg-
ends were discovered through patient research
and have been deftly moulded by the poet's imag-
ination. The breadth of the dramatist's interests
and abilities is felt in the unity of the artistic
effect.
The Toy Shop : Percival Wilde
Bobby and Betsy are both lost in the toy
shop on Christmas eve, and go to sleep near the
bargain counter of left-over toys. While they
sleep the toys come to life and reveal to us the
4
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to us the little girl's dream. The lovely
masked doll which Betsy has longed for so much
discovers that her little girl is gone. Pierrot
sees in the masked doll his old love and wishes
to begin life again with her. A sound is heard
at the door and the shopkeeper and Bobby's
father come in. Then follow a policeman and a
woman who resembles the masked doll and who
takes Betsy up in her arms. It is then that
Bobby's father and Betsy's mother meet after
five years of separation, and we see that Edmund
looks like Pierrot. The masked doll is taken
along, and the other toys follow in the morning.
Wilde so thoroughly understands and appreciates
the children that his dialogue is delightful.
The children would enjoy taking the parts and both
children and adults would love to watch the play.
In a play where toys come to life we can accept
the forgiveness of two people though it come
without warning and be very sudden.
»•
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Why the Chimes Rang : Elizabeth Apthorp
McFadden. Adapted from the story by
Raymond McDonald Alden
Perhaps no one adaptation of the theme
of pure and unselfish sharing has been so widely
produced as this one. The story has a worthy
message and the scenes can be quite simply ar-
ranged in a chancel. Since an element of mys-
ticism permeates the whole play taking us out
of the realm of the actual, we accept the mir-
aculous ringing of the chimes in that same spirit.
Any church which has not used this play might
well consider it for Christmas eve service.
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Miracles, Masques, and Mysteries
The dramatists have taken some liberties
with these terms and have used them, not spec-
ifically, but somewhat loosely. They are used
to cover this section because the dramatists
have so labeled their plays.
There is a charm about the original Na-
tivity story which has moved people throughout
the ages to emotional heights - and that charm
moves us today. This group of plays tells the
old story in slightly differing forms, but it is
always the same good news.
"An Craoibhin's Plays: The Nativity" in
Poets and Dreamers : Lady Gregory
Two women who refused comfort to Mary
in her suffering on the memorable night in Beth-
lehem are repentant and eager to find her to
make amends. The Wise Men and Shepherds have
followed the star and meet at this doorway. The
Nativity scene is revealed and the gifts offered
are repentance and world wisdom. The theme of
this play is pregnant but there is too much talking
•
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and too little action for the best drama.
The Coming of Christ : John Masef ield
There are parts of this play which are
fine poems but frankly I am at a loss to see how
the parts hold together. There is so little for
the eye to follow that one can hardly imagine a
production of the play. Christ is warned against
coming to earth because of the suffering He must
endure, but He does not hesitate for He knows the
value of the truth He will reveal to the world.
The Kings and the shepherds learn from the manger
a higher power - a power for peace and good will.
The Bronxville Christmas Mystery : William C.
Langdon
Since this Mystery was written for a par-
ticular location and for the time of the World
War, it is not entirely adaptable for many situa-
tions. It is typical of the sort of service
which lends itself to the chancel and is quite
easily prepared by our busy church people. It is
more of a panorama than a drama - mingling the
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symbolic characters of Joy and Grief with the
actual characters of parents and singing chil-
dren. The carols, so much a part of every
Christmas service, intersperse the lines. A
pantomime of a scene on the battle field, fol-
lowed by the Nativity scene and the adoring
shepherds shows how much the world still needs
the message to be repeated - that message of
peace in the hearts of men. The open air thea-
tre at Bronxville and the setting on the rocky
hillside offer an exceptional opportunity for
fine effects in the presentation of this Mystery.
Scenes presented on different stage levels are
possible because of the naturally terraced back-
ground, a change of emphasis from one group of
characters and ideas to another might cause in
an ordinary theatre some feeling of confusion,
but it may be managed on a third-dimensional stage
with satisfactory effect. Though we wish there
might be more actual drama presented in our churches
the dearth of adaptable plays makes compromise nec-
essary in many cases. There is in such a produc-
tion as this a fine opportunity to gain a spirit
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of cooperation and to give a spiritual uplift,
though the dramatic structure is held together
in a most loose-jointed manner.
The Chapel Masque of Christmas : William C.
Langdon
Here is another panorama which sketches
the good work done by Grace Chapel, Mew York
City. Though it is local it is the story which
many chapels might share with their church fam-
ilies. In dramatic structure it is weak and very
loosely woven. The lines lack grace and the
story itself is far too obvious to be artistic.
However, it doubtless would engage the interest
of many of the church people in the efforts to
carry the Christmas message to those who need it
most
.
The Nativity : Eugene Rodman Shippen and
Elizabeth Blount Shippen
In this pageant or symbolic service the
Christmas story is told by a reader while the char-
acters dramatize the five episodes: The Annuncia-
tion, The Nativity, The Adoration, The Flight into
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Egypt, and The Light of the World. Dignity and
a spirit of reverence permeate throughout, making
possible a real worship experience. There is
nothing new revealed, but the message it carries
is never old. A pageant does not meet the test
of dramatic structure, but each of these epi-
sodes is a well balanced unit in itself. One
watches such a production as he looks at an ex-
quisite painting, delighting in its beauty and
interpreting its meaning as his soul decrees.
Holy Night . A. Miracle Play in Three Scenes :
Gregorio Martinez Sierra. English version
by Philip Hereford
This miracle play, like Max Reinhardt's
spectacular production The Miracle produced in
America in 1928, depends largely upon elaborate
settings and atmosphere for its effectiveness.
The first scene is laid in a Gothic Cathedral on
Holy Night, just following the adoration of the
Child at midnight Mass. "At the back of the
high altar, resplendent with countless candles,
glows the haze of the incense which clouds the
1
church. The Choir is heard singing an old carol."
1. Page 1
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"As the curtain rises the Celebrant, vested in
white and gold, is seen carrying the Child back
to the altar, over which there is a group of
statuary depicting the Nativity or the Adora-
tion: the Virgin, on her knees, or seated on
her humble throne at Bethlehem, encircled by
1
angels." The Celebrant, attandants, and the
"faithful" all leave the cathedral. The last to
leave are a gentlewoman and her small lad. The
boy is greatly drawn to the Virgin and it is
with difficulty that the mother drags him to the
door. After the candles are extinguished a mys-
terious miraculous light spreads over the church.
"It is the light of a bright winter moon which,
entering by the colored glass of the windows and
broken by the smoke of the incense, iridesces in
2
a shimmer of mother-of-pearl and silver." An
angelic choir is heard singing celestial music,
foreboding the miracle which is about to happen
in the hearts of the Mother and Child. "It is an
awakening, a dawning, a promise, and at the same
1. Page 2
2. Page 4
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1
ait affirmation: a miracle in fact." "The
statues back of the altar come to life; the
Virgin, the Angels, become real beings in hu-
2
man flesh." The Virgin takes the Child in
her arms, holds it up for the adoration of the
angels, and walks down into the nave while the
angels sing. Attended by St. Michael, St. Raph-
ael, St. Gabriel, the Angel of the Annunciation,
and St. Francis, she approaches the door. The
striking of a clock at half after midnight, the
firmness of her step, and her manner reveal the
intercession her heart is making for the unfor-
tunate and the desolate. A touch of humor in the
mockery of the littlest angel who sticks his
head through the tapestry and laughs at the old
sacristan who enters now, marks the contrast be-
tween the celestial group and the mortal. Scenes
II and III follow the celestial group into the
streets where, through the special influence of a
small boy, a crowd of ribald merrymakers come to
adore the Mother and Babe. Through their pitiful
narration of sorrov/s and sufferings our sympathies
1. Page 4
2. Page 4
r
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are drawn to these miserable folk. They are
gathered around the Virgin and Child who re-
main statuesque in spite of the fact that they
have come to life. An old priest, thought to
be mad, best comprehends the miracle. The old
sacristan, who has discovered the disappearance
of the statues from the cathedral finds the
holy ones in the street and entreats the Virgin
to return to safeguard him. The sincerity of
the faith of these people is shown in marked
contrast to the superficiality of the rich par-
ish. Now the Virgin gives over her Child to the
common folk and St. Francis strikes the keynote
of the play when he says to the sacristan: "Go
back to the town.. .set all the bells a-ringing
...open wide all the doors of the church, and let
enter who will .. .whosoever shall sincerely come
to seek the Child and His Mother shall surely
1
find Them."
Holy Night appeals, I believe, entirely
to the emotions. If one has a fixed conception
of the Nativity he may find his spirit moved to
1 . Page 54
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great heights, that is if his conception is in
harmony with that portrayal. For here is ex-
alted, not motherhood, but virginity, not
human personality, but spiritual ascendency.
I wished since Mary was called to go among the
people that she might have met them in spirit
rather than statuesquely absorbing their adora-
tion. However, there is beauty and power in
this play, and though its spiritual message may
be too closely related to theology to be uni-
versal, yet it leaves a glow and a sense of up-
lift which comes from witnessing a mighty spectacle.
Both dialogue and plot show the touch of a master
hand.
"A Christmas Miracle Flay 11 : Adapted by Samuel
T. Eliot from "The Pageant of the Shearmen
and the Tailors" in the Coventry Cycle of
Miracles
For those interested in the historical
development of the drama, and particularly of
the Nativity plays, this Miracle is very lovely.
There is a sincerity and grace in the story which
is most appealing. But for a general revelation
•
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of the Christmas message it seems inadequate
because of the theological questions involved.
The story follows closely that of the Gospels
and is told in old poetic form. The staging
should resemble that of the original wagon
used for the Miracle plays. The universality
of appeal in this story of good news is brought
forcibly to our attention v/hen we realize the
long life and continued value of such plays as
this
.
A Masque - The Story of the Nativity : Susanna
Ott
In the prologue of her play Miss Ott makes
an appeal to every individual to find in the old,
yet new story whatever of beauty or faith it may
hold for him. These lines seem to hold the spec-
ial truth which she wishes to reveal:
"Tonight, the text of your especial creed,
Does matter not, if when tomorrow comes,
You'll do a deed of charity; or speak
A kindly word of him, your enemy;
Or say to her, your sister of the street,
•I, too, have sinned, the difference is that
your
Temptation was not mine.' Ah, then, my friend,
The Miracle is wrought, and Christ is born!"
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The story need not be told for it is the Bible
tale expanded. It is the humanness of this play
which delights our hearts. No statues here but
real shepherds, a Joseph who breathes, and a
Mother Mary. Joseph does not hear the song in
the air so Mary says, "Perhaps it is my heart
that I do hear:
»We praise, we bless, we worship Thee I
'
The heart of every Mother sings at such
A Time. Her heart could fairly burst with
song
.
n
In Mary we find the virtue not dependent upon her
virginity but upon a humility and sympathy for
all mankind capable of nurturing a noble and
loving spirit in the heart of her son. Though
this rather short Masque is planned to take place
out of doors and the kings are to enter mounted
on a horse, an elephant, and a camel, there would
be no loss in the spirit of the production were
it portrayed in the chancel of the church. The
grace of speech and direct human appeal make it
worthy indeed.
c
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A Christmas Masque: Barrett Wendell
This Masque indeed touches the heights of
real drama. It is Christmas eve and in the hall
of Lord Conrad's castle are gathered soldiers
who have just returned from the Crusades. The
Jester enlivens the scenes with his antics, and
reveals deep truths as well, for he sees with
his heart and not with the eyes of foolish wisdom.
The guests are grieved to learn of the death of
Lady Conrad, but feel that her spirit is with
them yet. Grief of a deeper and darker tone
comes to the Lord when Walter, his only son and
heir, is brought before him bound, while the
others fought he spent his time in revelry, for-
saking the cause for which so much blood was shed.
It was not that he loved Christ less but that he
loved freedom and joy and knew that the "tree of
life" lay not in the disputed tomb. With the
dauntless spirit of his lordly station Conrad dis-
owns his son and sends him into the cold, then
bids the merriment continue. The sports are inter-
rupted by a messenger who comes from Philip, their
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neighbor and. enemy. Hearing that Conrad has dis-
owned his heir, Philip requests that position
and thereby promises peace. Conrad refuses the
terms and finds his castle surrounded by the
enemy. Before battle begins, Walter pushes his
way through the crowd and begs to be taken
again in his father's trust that he may make
good his name. His offer to meet two of Philip's
men is accepted in place of battle. Having van-
quished the first Walter prepares for the second
combat, but this time a child, herald of peace,
enters with a Christmas Greeting from the enemy.
So worthy has Walter proved himself that Philip
requests "that the death of enmity be the last
quarrel wrought in their quarrels" - for thus shall
God best be served. The beauty of line and the
many revelations of profound truth throughout are
lost in so brief a sketch. The play might be pro-
duced in a chancel, though it would require very
clever planning. It is not the kind of play usu-
ally put on by amateurs but one might wish it
would be chosen more often.
i
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The Nativity Cycle of the York Mystery
Plays : Translated and Adapted by Phillips
Endicott Osgood
This Cycle includes The (Townley) Pro-
logue, The Annunciation Plays, The Nativity Plays,
The Shepherds' Plays, The Meeting of the Three
Kings, The Herod Play, and The Adoration of the
Three Kings
.
It is suggested that each play be staged in
the appropriate station, if there be stations in
the church, or in different parts of the chancel
so that an illusion of movement may be maintained.
Though the settings should not be ornate
,
they would
require careful planning and not a little skill.
The poetry if dignified and the atmosphere
throughout is reverent. The beauty of the Biblical
tale has been well preserved. However, this cycle
can be recommended only to those who wish to exalt
the theme of the Virgin birth or to those who are
interested in the history of the Nativity dramas.
There is nothing of the man Christ who with-
stood temptation and continued to love his fellow-
men while he hung on the cross. Shepherds and
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wise men bow at the manger where a tiny hand is
raised in benediction. In some mysterious way
those kneeling at his manger will receive his
grace - but there is no idea of the admonition,
"Go thou and do likewise."
r
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Plays Showing the Influence of the
Hativity in. Life Today
Here we must face the question, again,
Just what message does the Nativity hold for us
today? The grouping of the Eoly Family passes
as a symbol of that nobility of spirit and ac-
tion which marked the life of the Master and
set Him before as a beacon, to all humanity.
Though we may not believe that as a Babe he was
different from other children., yet we may pour
out our hearts at the manger while we stand in
awe of the mighty man.
This group contains a variety of themes
and the craftsmanship ranges from low ebb to a
towering height.
The Adoration of the Soldiers : Emile
Cammaerts
This Mystery is patterned after the old
mediaeval French and English Nativity Plays. The
scene is a trench on the Yser at night - Christ-
mas eve during the World War. The Grumbler, the
Jovial One, the Believer, and the Skeptic are
c
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gathered around the fire seeking what comfort
it can give. The Believer sees and feels some-
thing splendid in the night and it is he who
notices the rocket which hangs in the sky like
a star. An old man leading an ass upon which
is mounted his wife gives the password "Christ-
mas" and no one dares send them away. The
angel appears with the good news that the babe
is a token of victory. The angels' song is
heard and a clear light reveals the mother bent
over her child. The soldiers kiss the swaddling
clothes and place their offerings at the mother's
feet while the voices of men and angels unite in
a final "Gloria." This unique linking of past
and present, horror and glory, raises the soul of
man above the misery of his shortcomings and err-
ors . There is power in this theme which is beau-
tifully and convincingly told. This play is one
of the mighty masterpieces which came from the
hideous war.
Advent
.
A_ Mystery Play : Johan August Strind-
berg
The Logman and Logmanska have gathered
6
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material wealth but have broken every law of hu-
man, justice. The Other One comes to warn them,
but since they heed not his warning they must
suffer his taunts. They are quietly taken to
Kell where their torture continues. On Christ-
mas eve they admit their sins and humbly begin
their long, hard process of rebuilding their
souls. Y/ith unflinching firmness Strindberg
follows each human, motive to its enevitable con-
sequence. The play is depressing - far too much
so for production upon, the stage, but under it all
is an even justice and the hope which comes with
repentance and worthy effort.
The Christmas Child Comes In : Katherine Kester
The scene is laid in Ebenezer Rule's home
in Old Trail Town. Because the factory is closed
the town votes at town meeting to dispense with
all signs of Christmas and thus save expense. The
coming of a five year old orphan boy to live with
his aunt and the natural desire for holiday fes-
tivity on. the part of several of the younger group
lead to a general get-together and a real gala
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time. The play deals with such minor details
that one is annoyed trying to find what is worth
telling. The people are illiterate and their
speech has nothing of grace or beauty. One such
character might be interesting for contrast, but
when the whole cast uses such extremely poor Eng'
lish it is a bit jarring. The theme, if worth
revealing, might be developed among people whose
speech is pleasant and whose acquaintance one
would care to make
.
The Star of Bethlehem : Clay M. Greene
Greene has drawn together a group of busi-
ness men in a gentlemen's club on Christmas eve.
It is natural that on this night more than on
any other their thoughts center on homes and fam-
ilies. In the group is one man v/hose home is
broken but he, in the modern spirit of flippancy
insists that he still has what joy he wants.
Each year on Christmas eve he is permitted to
share the holiday spirit with his boys and their
mother, and beyond that he has no responsibility
Thompson, who tends the bar, is the proud father
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of seven children., and finds life very full
though his wages are scant. Medford, the
richest man in the club, has no family and feels
miserably poor because of his lack. Hov/ever, he
cherishes a fine ideal of the continued happi-
ness possible in married life. His friends are
piqued by his idealism. Especially is this true
of Cutting, another man of wealth who has come
to see everything through the dollar sign, and
who finds a wife and daughter in social circles
rather a heavy burden. Sprightly, a younger
man, comes in to tell the good news that he is
the father of twins. His enthusiasm, encouraged
by Medford 1 s idealism, works upon Cutting until
he, too, sees a ray of light from the Star of
Bethlehem and gives Thompson a generous check as
the first expression of his regard for the great
lesson revealed. The theme which Greene has dev-
eloped is a potent one and, though the style does
not rise to any great height, there might be oc-
casions when such a play would serve a real pur-
pose. It is fitting for presentation in a men's
club, but would hardly do for the service in a
church
.
r
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Through Christmas Bells : Clay M. Greene
Greene's second Christmas play deals
with another old but important theme - that of
misunderstanding and estrangement between hus-
band and wife and the reconciliation brought
about by their child. In this case the husband
is a preacher, so his lack of sympathy for his
wife's shortcomings is shown in sharp contrast
to the good will which he preaches. Twenty-five
years have passed since he turned his wife from
his house, and now on Christmas eve he suffers
the shock of seeing her in his congregation.
All this information concerning his past is re-
vealed through the conversation between the Rev.
Mr. Mayleigh and the sexton. A young man comes
to the Sacristy and engages Mayleigh in very per-
sonal and painful discourse about this past. May-
leigh learns from his son the injustice of the
treatment of his wife and of her continued love
for him. There is a strong tendency toward sen-
timentality throughout, but the ending is too
deeply steeped in it to be endured by an emotion-
ally poised audience. There may be material here
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for a play of value, but Through Christmas Bells
does not seem worthy of production.
Appleton Book of Christmas Plays : Frank Shay
1. (Placed at end of discussion.)
2. "The Littlest Shepherd": Florence Ryerson and
Colin Clements
This is a dear story telling how David,
the littlest shepherd who has been entrusted with
the care of the sheep, is helped by his beautiful
star to see the Christ Child. It is with rather
a start that the audience is brought back to the
actual when David brings out gifts for all from
behind the rock. It would have been so much more
pleasant not to have had the spell broken.
3. "Christmas Eve": Seumas O'Brien
Maureen, a vivacious little Irish child,
captivates the unsympathetic landlord who is about
to turn the family out, and so causes a change of
heart that he turns benefactor and brings in all
that will make for the usual festivities. The
play is interesting until the end when the father
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returns from America where he has become in-
dependently wealthy. The crassness of quick
riches detracts from the other richness in the
change of Cassidy's heart.
4. "A Christmas Tale" : Harold Harper
Harper has woven a play out of the original
French of Maurice Bouchor. The statues of Saint
Nicholas and Saint Rose come to life and use
their influence to strengthen Pierre Coeur, their
sculptor, that he may no longer cause heartache
for his wife and child through drinking. There
is an appeal in the story and the poetic form
has some merit.
5. "The Boy on the Meadow": Ethel Van der Veer
This is another play "based upon old Ger-
man legends. Roschen, an orphan, is harshly
treated in the home of Frau Marta Krant. The
child's unhappiness is intensified when she sees
the two Krant children so well provided for. Only
the old grandmother takes her part. On Christmas
eve Roschen gives her shoes to a poor child who
r
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then seems to send radiant beams into the night.
On the next morning three pairs of shoes are on
the door sill, the middle pair belonging to
Roschen filled to overflowing, while the others
are empty. So Frau Krant repents of her hard-
ness and unbelief. Again the question is raised
as to the wisdom of encouraging belief in mater-
ial reward for self-sacrifice, but the play has
a very human appeal and the characterization is
unusually good.
A Mexican Play of the Nativity: Los Pastores
As nearly as can be discovered this is a
traditional play dating from the seventeenth cen-
tury in Spain. It has been presented in Texas
by people who are still Mexican in their inter-
ests. The parts were played by people who could
neither read nor write but learned their parts
by rote from the cobbler who directed the produc-
tion. The play would not be suitable for modern
American presentation but is interesting for its
historical significance. Lucifer figures largely
and is one of the best characters. His attempt
c
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to extent his power over Ivlary and the Child
forms the central struggle. The story lags
and the poetry is faltering, but the true Span-
ish atmosphere has a charm of its own.
"Dust of the Road" : Kenneth Sawyer Goodman
( 1 . in Apple ton Book of Christmas Plays )
Goodman pictures for us a midwestem
farm home on Christmas eve. Prudence refuses
to receive a poor man whose hands are bandaged
and bleeding. Her uncle is angered at her hard-
ness of heart but fails to move her for her un-
kindness. When Peter comes home he too is tor-
mented by the second tramp who tells in detail of
the perjury and theft which he is contemplating.
Jingling in his pocket thirty pieces of silver,
the price of the soul he bought, Judas warns Peter
against the future he is about to choose. Peter
decides against the evil idea and his spirit re-
joices in freedom. Prudence, too, relents and
Peter goes out to find the other man whose hands
bleed for many. One may say of "Dust of the Road tt
that it is art - and no more need be said.
e
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A few of the foregoing dramatists may be
considered professional and their plays herein
discussed testify to their position.
Anna Hempstead Branch, one of the fore-
most of American women poets, is remembered for
"The Shoes That Danced", "Rose of the Wind", and
other volumes of poetry. Her work is distinguished
for originality and beauty of "Lucre tian richness"
of thought. Connected with Crestadora House in
New York she teaches the writing and love of po-
etry to children of the slums. She brings to
drama a rhythmical excellence. But perhaps her
greatest glory lies in the benediction she offers
on common things and her recognition of the sacred-
ness of humble occupations.
Percy Mackaye is a distinguished American
dramatist and will long be remembered for "Jeanne
D'\rc" in which Julia Marlowe starred. "The Canter-
bury Pilgrims", "A Thousand Years Ago", and a number
of Idasque s and plays written for civic purposes are
noteworthy contributions to the field of drama. He
too is a poet and because of his talent his plays
are more artistic.
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Lady Gregory, one of the first patrons and
founders of the Abbey Theatre in Dublin, is the
author of several volumes of plays of Irish life
and of fantasy. She was friend and patron of
William Butler Yeats, Synge , Lennox Robinson.
She toured this country with William Butler Yeats
during the first decade of the present century and
aroused interest in the Little Theatre Movement.
She was indirectly responsible for the inception
of a number of little theatres, such as the present
one in Cleveland, and greatly encouraged the start-
ing of Professor Baker's 47 Workshop. As she
sought to build a theatre which would express a
national consciousness in Ireland she found her own
soul and the common soul of unassuming folk. Mot
only is she beloved among the Irish but among all
English speaking peoples.
August Strindberg is Sweden's greatest drama-
tist and his works have been translated into many
languages. Strindberg 's plays portray life as it
came to him - the surging of mighty billows moved
by eternal laws beyond the control of man. The
sadness and disillusionment which he constantly
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suffered sent him to the depths of the soul for
his themes. He says of himself: "I find the joy
of life in the powerful, terrible struggle of
life, and the capability of experiencing something,
learning something, is a pleasure to me." For-
tunately this greatest exponent of the so-called
naturalistic school does not submit to the powers
of fate; though man cannot command the billows he
can, argues Strindberg, rise above them.
Sierra Gregorio Martinez began his literary
career as a novelist writing extravagantly precious
prose. His treatment of themes is thoroughly Span-
ish. His plays have been widely translated and
played in America.
Some very interesting productions of the
Christmas story as it has been presented in other
countries may well be mentioned.
In "The Chauve Souris" the Russian Revue pro-
duced by Nikola Baliev, and given several successive
years in New York and on the road, had a Christmas
Nativity. The words were sung, and action portrayed
the arrival of Mary and Joseph, the turning away from
the inn door, the recourse to the stable, and the
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miraculous birth. All was entirely Russian, cos-
tumes, peasant's hut, stable, and pantomimic action.
The effect was natively lovely, with the brilliant
coloring and the freshness of presentation.
"Sonia's Christmas Star", a fairy play with
an exquisitely touching story for children, was
written by the Stage Manager of the National The-
atre at Oslo. It was given there a very elaborate
production, with, ballets of fairies and witches and
palace scenes. Reinhardt produced it successive
Chris tmasses in Germany and it has had one New York
production
.
London Christmas Pantomimes told in dramatic
action fairy stories such as Puss in Boots, Cinder-
ella, and Sleeping Beauty. Some Christmas action,
was incorporated in the incidental portions. These
pantomimes are referred to by Thackeray in "Sketches
and Travels." Though they began to die out about
1870, they were never wholly lost. The Drury Lane
Theatre sponsored them and they are part, now, of
traditional London.
Considering the glorious theme, so vital to
the happiness of mankind, which the Christmas message
r
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bears, we deplore the dearth of worthy dramatic
material which is suitable for church production.
But, despite the mediocre plays presented in many
services, the union of spirit throughout the world
on this one eve consecrated to a birth of the
Master, will continue to have an inestimable in-
fluence for good. Through this one remaining
universal folk custom all Christian people are
united in worthy aspirations for the triumph of love.
r
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